Part I - Language disabilities

01. Communication disabilities are caused by various factors. Differences in hearing or speech can lead to communication issues. Understanding these factors is crucial for developing effective communication strategies.

Effecting different cause, communication disabilities are appeared. Giving examples illustrate factors for effecting one of the cause for generating communication disabilities.

02. Explain the significance of studying communication disabilities in the field of linguistics.

03. Communication disabilities are appeared in the different age levels. Selecting one of the age level explain with examples what disabilities are appearing in that age level.
II - Part II

04. The aim of sociolinguistics is the systematic study of language varieties within a speech community. Explain.

05. Identify standard Language and discuss how it differs from dialect.

06. Investigate the concept of Diglossia on the basis of the difference between spoken Sinhala and written Sinhala.

III - Part III

07. Applied Linguistics is basically concerned with second language learning and teaching. Explain.

08. Describe how to apply 'Contrastive Analysis' in teaching a second language.

09. Observe how 'Error Analysis' enables to identify 'Inter language' of second language learner.